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Real football? £100 million
players, luxury dressing rooms,
a lifestyle that has very little to
do with your average football
punter - it all pales into
insignificance when compared
to the ‘real’ football at
grassroots level, or in our case
level 5 of the non-league
football pyramid.

Saturday afternoon at Coggeshall
Town, Caitlin arrived at the ground
complete with two trays of cakes -
Caitlin being a charming young
lady of school years, who had
spent Saturday morning baking the
cakes for the players to tuck into
after the game.

It was a sunny day, nice and warm,
which was rather fortunate as the
hosts were in mid-renovation of
their clubhouse and had set up
their wares, sausage rolls, teas,

coffees etc. outside, and had placed a barrier around a small seated area for guests to sit!
Real football? Oh yes!

It was the first trip to West Street for 35 years, the last being for an FA Vase Preliminary
Round Replay in August 1982 after a 2-2 draw as Felixstowe Town at The Town Ground, we
lost 4-2!



I don’t believe anyone was expecting an easy afternoon; the Seedgrowers were top of the
table, played five, won five with a
+18 goal difference. I know the
management and players certainly
weren’t, nor us of the travelling
committee, but there was faith in
abundance from the travelling fans,
who once more turned out in large
number to support the ‘Seasiders
on the Road!’

The pitch was in excellent
condition, in stark contrast to

Tuesday night’s trip to FCC, and
there was a good buzz about the
place… Our guys always keen to
go up against the top sides, but
also aware that it’s going to be a
very long season with 46 league
games, and this being merely our
5th , so whatever the result there
would be many a twist and turn to
come. There was just one change
to the starting line-up, with Jamal
Wiggins taking over the No8 shirt
with Josh Kerridge taking his spot

on the bench. It was a tactical
change, we were advised, and who
were we to argue with the
management who were left
beaming at the end, as Josh was a
half time substitute and came up
with the header to win the game
and collect the three points.

Thanks to Chris Ryan for the next
few paragraphs which are about
the actual football - you will note
today’s pics are not of the usual

high quality, which is a pretty good indication of where I was otherwise occupied!
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Josh Kerridge's 86th minute
headed goal saw the Seasiders
come from behind to claim all three
points from their visit to league
leaders Coggeshall Town.
With both teams having won all
their league games so far this
season, a keenly contested and
close encounter was expected, but
something had to give and with a
penalty awarded either side of the
interval the game looked to be
heading to a draw until that final
twist.

With both keepers virtual first half spectators and both defences handling all challenges
posed, it took a penalty five minutes before the interval to break the deadlock. The ever
dangerous Nnamdi Nwachuku skipped into the Felixstowe area before Davis's late tackle
brought him to ground. Nwachuku picked himself up to drill the spot kick inside Crump’s left
hand post and provide the hosts with a narrow interval lead.

Jordan Matthews and Joe Francis
combined well at the start of the
second period to open up the
home defence, and with Francis
held inside the area by Kamal
Guthmey, Referee Paul Quick had
no hesitation in awarding a penalty
for the visitors. Francis rifled home
the spot kick to bring the sides
level, with the game becoming very
open compared to the first period.
Shaw saw his shot blocked for a
corner moments later as

Coggeshall responded, and Danny Crump saved well at his near post to deny Partridge's
header. Behcet in the home goal saved low down from Francis just after the hour mark, but
as the tempo increased Felixstowe's Crump was the busier keeper saving from Nwachuku,
Syrett and from Hubble's viciously struck free kick.

With the clock running down, the visitors were defending for a point before Chaplin's relieving
run resulted in a corner. Chaplin took the flag kick with Josh Kerridge powerfully heading
home from close range, to the delight of his team mates and the many travelling supporters.
Coggeshall pressed forward and in the fifth minute of time added on, Crump made a
tremendous blocking save to deny Curtis and Coggeshall a late equaliser, which their second
half performance perhaps deserved.



Overall it was an excellent
performance from the side, very
different to the previous match.
Coggeshall are a good side who
get the ball forward early and
attempt to play their football in the
final third of the pitch. With a
couple of lively front men and an
uncompromising pair of defenders
at centre back, they will not lose
too many games this season
based on this performance.

It’s back at the Goldstar Ground on Tuesday evening when Kirkley & Pakefield are the
visitors, they are currently third from bottom of the table and yet to win a game - an unusual
situation they find themselves in, they are more used to being at the top end and they will not
be underestimated by the Seasiders’ management.

Hopefully the Felixstowe Massif will again be out in force, can we push the attendance to
over 200 for a midweek match? We can, with your support!
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